5 Effortless Strategies to
Overcoming Procrastination INSTANTLY!
Do you Procrastinate?
Based on some figures, it is estimated that as much as 95 % of the people are prone to procrastination. Amongst
them, 20 % of them are chronic procrastinators. How is procrastination affecting your rewards and profits? Your
plans for the Year quarter?
Procrastination is about putting off a task which we should do NOW for a later period AND doing something less
important - think TV, Face Book, surfing the net... All the while our mind is continually reminding us that we need
to do whatever it is we are procrastinating on! Generally when procrastinating we focus on how we feel about
doing the task rather than the end result.. And yet, doesn't it feel amazing when we get it done and dusted?
Why do we do this to ourselves?
There are many reasons why we procrastinate…
Because we hate doing something For example that performance management discussions, cold calls,
networking
Because we have so many priorities we just don't know where to start
Because we are don't believe we can do it…
or sometimes because we know we can but are scared of what the change will mean/bring
Because life is too short to invest time in something that is not fun

Hmmm, Zig Ziglar says:
"If you wait until all the lights are "green" before you leave home, you'll never get started on your trip to the top."

We all procrastinate to some degree and procrastination is can be useful. But when procrastination becomes
chronic and results in stress and the non-achievement of your goals, then it is time to do something to overcome
procrastination.
So - how do you help yourself? How do you make sure this quarter you move towards your end result??

Here are 5 simple techniques that will get your started or keep moving…
1. Do 10 minutes of the task or read 10 pages or write 10 pages… After the 10 minutes you can stop… if you like
but at least you have got it started
2. Do JUST the next step - nothing more, nothing less
3. Ask for help from someone who finds this task easy to do.
4. Do it first, get it over and done with. Tell yourself when you get in tomorrow this is your FIRST task and nothing
else. Your mind prepares you to get this work done
5. When doing, just do, don't edit, don't fix… just get it done. Leave it for a few hours or a day… then go back to it
and fix it up

Procrastination can cripple your results and increase the number of hours you invest in the work bucket.
Focusing on this can also motivate you to 'do it now'!
If you must procrastinate aim to procrastinate on low priority activities or do it deliberately.
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